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Abstract— In this review paper , Planetary gears train are one 

of the most critical component that are being used for the 

power transmission Planetary gearboxes not only  provide a 

sturdy mechanical interface for pulleys, cams, drums and 

other mechanical components but also are used frequently to 

match the inertias, lower the motor speed and boost the 

torque. This paper  reviews on the benefits of planetary gear 

systems over other, determining the reduction ratios of gear 

box and it’s consideration while doing so, minimum and 

maximum reductions per stage of planetary gear pairs. The 

study carried out in this review paper also discusses how the 

reduction ratio of two stage gear box is determined in a case 

study. On the basis of volume, weight and torque density 

comparison of planetary gear systems over helical gears 

systems is done. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In planetary gear system, generally have a centrally pivoted 

sun gear, a ring gear and few planet gears that can also be 

found between the sun gear and ring gear. Nowadays, high 

torque in compact (a high torque/volume) and light (a high 

torque/weight ratio) is n demand by industrial applications. 

Adding more planets through multiple gear mesh points 

results in increased torque density in planetary gears. In 

summary, a three planets planetary gear can transfer three 

times the torque of a similar sized fixed axis “standard spur 

gear system as shown in Figure 1. 

 
Fig. 1: Fixed Axis “Standard” Gear 

In planetary gears, the external applied load is 

distributed on many gear mesh points i.e. the load is 

supported by N contacts (N= number of planet gears) which 

increases the torsional stiffness of the gear train by factor N. 

It results in reducing the lost motion compared to non-

planetary gears. For proper application with accuracy and 

repeatability requirement, especially when load is fluctuating, 

it requires high rotational stiffness that’s why planetary gears 

are used in automation. If inertia is increased it produces 

additional torque or energy which is used for both 

acceleration and deceleration. 

If we reduce the size of gears it lowers the inertia in 

planetary system as compared to standard gear box of same 

torque rating, we can conclude with little approximation that 

inertia is smaller by the square of the number of planets in 

planetary gearbox. Again, the distribution or “branching” of 

the load into multiple gear meshes locations are rooted for 

this advantage. 

 
Fig. 2: Planetary “Epicyclical” Gear System 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

A literature review has been carried out on planetary gear 

train design and analysis and summarized findings is 

presented below: 

a) The extensive research has already been done in the field 

of planetary gear design. 

b) Single stage planetary gears arrangement study has been 

reported by many researchers. 

c) The conventional gear box weighs more whereas 

planetary gear box are compact and light weight. 

d) The composite arrangements to have minimum number 

of components, higher transmission efficiency and 

higher carrying capacity need iterative considerations in 

the design of planetary gear box. 

e) Only in low torque applications like positioning systems 

in robotics, aerospace the high reductions ratios are 

possible in single stage differential planetary gear 

arrangements. 

A. Working Principle 

An epicyclic gear train has two gears mounted such that 

centre of one gear revolves around the center of other. centers 

of two gears are connected by carrier and it rotates to carry 

one gear which is called the planet gear and it rotates around 

the sun gear. The planet and sun gears mesh to ensure that the 

pitch circle rolwithout slip. Epicycloid curve is traced at a 

point on the pitch circle. Basically the sun gear is fixed and 

the planetrygear roll around the sun gear. 

We can assemble epicyclic gear train so that the 

planet gear rolls inside the pitch circle of a fixed outer gear 
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ring and is known as annulus gear. The curved traced in this 

case is hypocycloid. 

 
Fig. 3: Epicyclic gear 

Planetary gear train is a combination of epicycle 

gear trains with a planet engaging both a sun gear and a 

annual gear. In this case the annual gear is fixed and sun gear 

is driven. 

Epicyclic gears got its name from its first application 

i.e the modelling of movement of the planets in the heavens. 

Believing the planet and all other heavenly bodies to be 

perfect, assume their path to be circular, but if it is viewed 

from earth cannot be reconciled with circular motion. In past 

around 500 BC, idea of epicycles was invented by the Greeks 

of circles moving on circular orbits. 

The gear ratio in an epicyclic system is mostly non-

intuitive, because there are many ways through which input 

rotation can be converted into output rotation, the basic 

component of the epicyclic gear are: 

 Sun: the central gear 

 Planet carrier: hold several peripherals planet gears of 

same size, meshed with the sun gear 

 Annulus gear: it is an outer ring with inside facing teeth 

that meshes with planet gear(s) 

B. Major Components Description 

1) Sun Gear 

Here, the output shaft is connected to the sun gear which is 

located in the central gear of the epicyclic gearing. The input 

shaft and the output shaft efficiency seems to be more when 

connected because the planet rotates whilst and in the process 

of which the planet gears also rotates. The central gear is 

surrounded and also meshed with these gears. In this 

situation, the sun is stationary and is being keyed to the axle. 

The gear ratio here is given by (S+A)/A where S depicts 

number of teeth of the sun and A is the number of teeth on 

the annulus. Whereas, the number of planet teeth is irrelevant. 

2) Planet Gears 

It holds one or more planet gears of similar size, meshed with 

sun gear. All planet gear rotates around the sun in circular 

area when sun rotates. the outer most gear, the ring gear is 

meshed with each of the planet gears. Increase in planet gear 

leads to more load bearing ability and higher torque density. 

This arrangement also creates greater stability and increases 

the rotational stiffness. From them planet gear carrier is 

connected and input is provided to them. They are also used 

for power transmission 

3) Annulus Gear 

It is present in outer ring with inside facing teeth which is 

meshed with planet gear. All annulus gears are meshed with 

planet gears so they are stationary. Assume that annulus is 

held stationary and the sun gear is used as an output, then the 

planet carrier will be the input. In this case the input ratio will 

be 1/(1+A/S). This is the lowest gear ratio attainable with an 

apicyclic gear train. This type of gearin is used to provide 

high torque in tractors and construction equipments to drive 

wheels. Three planet gears aremeshes and rotated in the 

annulus gears 

4) Carrier 

There is a cage which held planet gears and fixed there orbit 

relative to each other. The planet gear are surrounded around 

the central gear in the epicyclic gearing system. Those planets 

are connected to the carrier three planet gears are connected 

by the carrier that carrier is connected through three shaft to 

the planet gear in these planet gearing system. 

III. DRAWING OF EPICYCLIC GEAR 

 
Fig. 4: Working of Epicyclic Gear 

 
Fig. 5: Three Dimensional View of Epicyclic Gear 

IV. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

The design methodology of planetary gear trains consists of 

following steps: 

a) Stage by stage determination of reduction. 

b) Calculation of different number of teeth of sun, planets 

and ring gear. 

c) Selection of material and Heat treatment. 

d) Bending and contact tress of gears calculation. 

e) Calculation of Safety Factors in Hertizen contact stress 

and bending stress. 

A. Stage by Stage Determination of Reduction 

The product of ratios of each stage is given by reduction ratio 

for the given composite arrangement. 

Total reduction ration, R= R1*R2*R3……..Rn..(1) 
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Where, R1, R2, R3 ….Rn represents the reduction 

ratios of each stage of gear connected in composite. Ratios 

are generally used in decimal forms, a ratio of 10:1 is used 

though it doesn’t have any practical advantage. 

The reduction ratio in planetary gear train is 

determined as below: 

Ratio =  PCD of Ring Gear + PCD of sun Gear…(2) 

PCD of Sun Gear 

 
Where, zl= Number of teeth on sun Gear. 

Z3+ Number of teeth on Ring Gear 

 
Fig. 3: Simple Planetary Gear 

 
Fig. 4: Sun Gear Size for Different Ratios 

B. Calculation of Different Number of Teeth of Sun, Planets 

& Ring Gear 

Consider, Z1, Z2, Z3 are Number of teeth of Sun Gear, Planet 

Gear and Ring Gear. 

Considering relation between Centre distance between sun 

planet and planet- ring gear, we get 

Z3 – Z1 = 2●Z2                               (4) 

The number of teeth on sun and ring gear is 

determined by using equation (1) and teeth on planet gear are 

calculated by using equation (2) 

C. Selection of Material & Heat Treatment 

The materials which are used for the gears depend upon the 

service factor and strength like wear or noise conditions etc., 

and they come in metallic and non-metallic form. For 

industrial purposes metallic gears are used, commercially can 

be obtained in steel, cast iron and bronze. 

The heat treatment selected is case carburizing and 

hardening to high wear resistance for long service life. The 

hardness of 56 to 63 HRC is selected as per AGMA -6019. 

D. Bending and Contact Tress of Gears Calculation 

Bending contact and bending stress are determined as per the 

IS 4460. Contact (Pitting) stress (σH) for pitting can be 

calculated as below: 

σHO =ZH●ZE●ZԐ●Zβ●√ Ft●(u+1)/(b●d1●u●n) ..(5) 

σH = σHO ●√ (KA●KV●KHβ●KHα) ……  . (6) 

E. Calculation of Safety Factors in Hertizen Contact Stress 

and Bending Stress 

Calculate the allowable Hertizan Contact (Pitting) stress 

(σHP) on the material as below: 

σHP = σHlim● ZL●Zl●ZR●ZS● ZV●ZW●√ KR …(9) 

Then calculate the safety factor in Contact stress (SH ), 

SH = σHP/ σHO ……………………(10) 

Calculate the allowable bending stress ( σFP) on the material 

as below: 

σFP = σFE● YN●Yn●YR●YS / √ KR …….(11) 

Then calculate the safety factor in Bending stress (SF ), 

SF = σFP / σF ……………………..(12) 

Once the safety factors both in Hertizan contact and 

Bending are acceptable, the design is acceptable otherwise 

start from the first step by varying the reduction ratio on the 

gear train. 

V. APPLICATIONS 

 It is used in military combat vehicles. 

 It is used in muscle cars. 

 It is used in the Antikythera Mechanisms. 

 It is used in astronomical clocks. 

 It is also used in book stand for proper orientation of 

books. 

 It is used in commercial vehicles and tractors. 

VI. ADVANTAGES 

 Compactness. 

 High power density. 

 Multiple kinematic combination. 

 Pure torsional reactions. 

 Co axial shafting. 

 Increased rotational stiffness. 

 Equal distribution of load. 

 Greater stability. 

 Increased torque capability. 

 Outstanding power transmission efficiencies 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Above study & results enables us to draw the following 

conclusion: 

1) Reduction ratio 78:1 is achieved in 2 states for planetary 

gears which was in 3 stage with helical gears, hence 

planetary gear system becomes compact as one stages is 

eliminated. 

2) Planetary gears have uniform strength (factor safety) in 

bending against equivalent helical gears. 

3) The volume of planetary gear system for the given torque 

was 49 % less than equivalent helical gear system. 

4) The weight of planetary gear system for the given torque 

was 49% less than equivalent helical gear system. 

5) The torque density (Torque/volume or Torque/ weight) 

of planetary gear system for the given torque was 96% 

higher than equivalent helical gear system. 
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